April 2015
Brothers in Lambda of Phi Gamma Delta:

There are very good reasons to support Continuing Lambda’s Legacy:
• The Lambda Chapter is showing an example to the DePauw campus of a fraternity’s
contribution to society through its graduates. Our graduates live the creed.
• Lambda’s undergraduates have brought the chapter to its best performing state in a generation.
• It’s the one opportunity in YOUR life—right now—to make
Lambda’s recent upward climb sustainable for a generation.

Please don’t miss this one-time effort to achieve our goal together.
• Many of our brothers have already given substantially to get the campaign within reach of
success. Your support is needed—along with your brothers—to close the final gap.
• A five-year payment period has been established to allow some donors more flexibility with
their pledge. For example, a payment of $125 paid quarterly would total $2,500 over five years.
This would make a tremendous difference.
• With a broad base of support, we can culminate many years of effort to restore
Lambda Chapter’s position of leadership.
• Your participation really is needed.
Please join your brothers. Put your name beside theirs on the honor roll of donors.
Thank you. Your contribution will make a difference in the lives of our future leaders.
LAMBDA CORPORATION

Continuing Lambda’s Legacy Campaign
P.O. BOX 876
ITHACA, NY 14851-0876

This Continuing Lambda’s Legacy Campaign is the capstone of a 10-year effort to preserve and renovate the
chapter house of the oldest chapter of Phi Gamma Delta in continuous existence! It is appropriate—and it is
necessary—that all of us come together to pass along a sustainable legacy for the next generations of Lambdas.

It is appropriate for each of us to help restore the Lambda chapter house:

• The benefits provided by previous generations, that we enjoyed while we were undergraduates
• To ensure that succeeding generations of Lambdas can carry on the ideals and values of Phi Gamma Delta
• Lambda’s graduates are deserving of our support as they continue to excel academically and
philanthropically, earning national awards in technical competitions and post graduate scholarships.

Your participation is necessary for us to reach our goal.

• Raising $2.5 million from 900-plus graduates, even with the extraordinary generosity from lead donors, is
a challenge. Please consider the supportive environment, learning experiences, leadership development
opportunities, and deep lifelong friendships that Lambda has provided you over the years. And consider
the importance of maintaining these opportunities for future generations.
• If you have not made your pledge, please do so now. Pledges can be made over five years.
• Challenge brothers from your pledge class or era to match your gift.
• We need to do this together. Don’t be left out. When this renovation is completed, each Graduate Brother
will want to share in the pride of being part of this effort. Will your name be listed on the honor roll
recognizing all donors?

2015 is the 50th anniversary year of the completion of Lambda’s chapter house.

• To remain competitive with the renovations of other Greek houses on campus, we must continue to make
improvements to our facility.
• This once-in-a-generation effort was launched to preserve and renovate our chapter house and maintain
the chapter’s continued leadership role at DePauw.

2016 is the year for renovation of the house. Now is the time to fund it.

• New improvements have been made to the plans, which are here for you to see. We believe they are worth
getting excited over, and well worth supporting!
• Construction is planned to commence this coming January 2016, to be complete in October 2016.

To those who have already pledged, thank you for your commitment to Lambda. To those who have not, please
help us reach our goal by formalizing your pledge today. Let us now join together to Continue Lambda’s Legacy.

Douglas D. Mitchell ’70
Campaign Chair
Pergé!

New Enhancements have been added since the Original Design
After “sharpening the pencil” and more detailed design work, these latest renderings show
further improvements to the renovation project, which now include plans for a new high
efficiency, forced air heating and air conditioning system throughout the house.

New front street-level view: With a low brick wall
and driveway sentinels, the full size of our property will
be seen as a single entity.

New Plans and New Features:
Energy efficient, locally controlled heating and air
conditioning throughout the house.
A more spacious front entry to provide direct access
to the multi-purpose dining area.
New paved rear parking lots and front brick wall
present a unified property appearance.
Walkways have been added for access from the
front door to the rear patio and from parking areas
to the rear entry points.
Decorative trees, plants, and seat walls improve
the view south from the dining and patio areas.

Outstanding landscaping and a welcoming appearance from
(1) College Ave. and (2) from the rear parking lot.

New study lounges bring light and more variety to the
look of the second- and third-floor front hallways.

Please make your pledges now—to ensure
that construction can complete next year!

Front foyer: A wider, spacious floor plan will provide direct
sight lines and access to the enlarged multi-purpose dining area.

Even more space in the dining room via
modifications to the plan.

Lortz Library: Note the ample light and the view of the south
lawn, also a new plan to place Lambda’s archives here.

Front Hall Study Lounge: FIJI’s front hallways will gain
outdoor light and a more spacious feel with the addition of
study lounges on the second and third floors.

